


accountant

architect

artist

builder

dentist

doctor

engineer

factory worker

farmer

gardener

hairdresser

journalist

lawyer

mechanic

nurse

plumber

receptionist

scientist

shop assistant

soldier

sports instructor

taxi driver

teacher

vet

waiter

бухгалтер

архитектор

художник

строитель

дантист

врач

инженер

рабочий на заводе

фермер

садовод

парикмахер

журналист

адвокат/юрист

механик

мед. сестра

водопроводчик

портье

ученый

продавец

солдат

тренер

водитель такси

учитель

ветеринар

официант













shop assistant receptionist journalist

mechanic gardener lawyer

nurse waiter plumber

mechanic

receptionist

nurse

lawyer

plumber

gardener

shop assistant

waiter



builder

instructor

hairdresser

actor

artist

scientist

accountant



1. I like writing and I want to work for the New York Times.   

2. I’ve got a class of primary school students.

3. I design new buildings. 

4. I stand in a big, noisy building all day and help to make cars.

5. I take people to the railway station, the cinema, the theatre and to many other places in my 
car. 

6. I work with animals. I try to help them when they are ill.

7. I think my job is very important. People come to me when they have problems with their teeth.

8. I fight for my country when there are wars.

________ist

_________er

_________ect

________y _________er

________ _________er

___________t

__________ist
__________er

journalist

teacher

architect

factory worker

taxi driver

vet

dentist
soldier



Woman: Can I help you?
Man:       Yes, I’m looking for a ______.
Woman: Do you want a part-time ______ or do you want to ______ full-time?
Man:       I want a full-time ________. I don’t want to ________ part-time.
Woman: Can you ________ at night or do you prefer to _______ nine to five?
Man:       I don’t mind when I ______ but I’d like a well-paid ______. I can ______
                long hours and I always _____ hard. I don’t want to _______ only 8 hours
                a day  - I can stay at work for 12 hours or more!
Woman: Well, we need factory workers. We pay $10 an hour.
Man:       Have you got anything else? That’s quite a boring _______ and quite a 
                badly-paid ______, too. I’m hoping for $15 an hour or more.

Complete the conversation with job or work in each gap.









words



No







What is the teacher doing?
Is anyone sitting near a window? 

Is anybody wearing something black?
Are any students writing?

Are all the students doing this exercise?







government

to work abroad

to promote

local people

государство

Работать за границей

продвигать

местные люди

1. The USA.

2. It sends volunteers abroad 
and promotes peace and 

friendship.

3. In health, education and 
agriculture.



round the world

to work for

village

to build

hard work

gardening project

to grow fresh vegetables

to work outside

patients

mainly teenagers

to run a bakery

practical skills

по миру

работать на ч-л/к-л

деревня

строить

усердно работать

садовый проект

выращивать свежие овощи

работать на улице

пациенты

в основном подростки

управлять булочной

практические навыки







building

working

teaching

To run a vegetable garden

To make bread

To work with homeless children

To make money

To grow fresh vegetable

Управлять 

Печь хлеб

Работать с бездомными детьми

Делать деньги

Руководить огородом



e
a
b
d
c








